M audio studiophile bx5a

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. The BX5a refines our highly acclaimed BX5 near-field reference monitors, renowned
for packing a lot of punch for their size. Our new 5 low-frequency driver cones are crafted from
Kevlar, an extremely resilient material typically found in much more expensive monitors. Curved
cone design coupled with high-temperature voice coils and damped rubber surrounds deliver
incredible fidelity and durability. The 1 high-frequency drivers' magnetically shielded natural
silk domes produce crisp top end while still being gentle on the ears. Integral cabinet and
electronic engineering work together to deliver improved bass response. Skip to main content.
Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the
M-Audio Store. This fits your. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Presonus Studio Monitor Eris E5. Next page. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Presonus Eris E3. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Would you like to
tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. M-audio has done an amazing bit of engineering in these small wonders. They're
terrific for mixing music, which means they're not too heavy in the bass, midrange or top end. I
use them daily to listen to my music catalog on iTunes, and the sound is so crisp and sweet, I'm
hearing things I've never heard before in music I'm very familiar with. These speakers actually
called reference monitors are design for sound mixing, so no single area of the audio spectrum
has been tweaked or sweetened, as is common with most consumer speakers. The frequency
response is nearly flat from 40 Hz to 20, Hz, which means that you're actually hearing what the
original sound engineers intended when the recordings were made. There's a new Deluxe
version of the B5xa's that's recently come out, and M-audio's PR says they sound even better,
which I find hard to believe. These little gems are a steal, and rank with VERY expensive
audiophile components. Grab 'em while they're still available! I thought that my tweeter w. I've
owned a pair of these since The audio quality was quite acceptable but, as others have
mentioned, one of these speakers has developed a defect which causes the sound to break-up
and sound very poor. I thought that my tweeter was defective but I see that an internal capacitor
commonly fails in these speakers. I'm rather annoyed by this and I've just placed an order for a
pair of Yamaha HS5 speakers which I trust will have better quality components. I'm planning on
keeping the BX5a speakers and attempting a repair of the capacitor. Even though I was satisfied
with the quality of the sound, I would not recommend that others purchase these speakers
because there is no excuse for utilizing a poor quality capacitor when the application calls for a
better quality capacitor. I've used similar older models on many professional editing setups in
the past and loved them for the sound and reliability. I've been told that for my type of work they
are an industry standard, and was happy that they are very affordable. I believe you can connect
them directly into your Mac. I opted to go this route with a mixer so that later I can grow into a
Kona card and Kona breakout box which would also go through my mixer. Because my editing
setup is my own home computer, I also love listening to music through my BX5a speakers! I'm
happy with the sound. For a Day I bought these speakers for my small "ManCave" studio in the
basement. My setup is rather simple. I have a firewire mixer that needed its own monitors to
review recordings made. These speakers were very nice and well rounded. They had a great mix
of mid tones and bass that, for my setup, were quite adequate. I enjoyed these speakers for
what they had to offer. Clean, crisp, LOUD sound that made the studio very useful for playback.
Note that I am using the past-tense for all of my adjectives. It would randomly do this over and
over again no matter what connection I connected it to. I gave the speakers a 4, mostly because
I can't fault a random outage like this. They did work great that first day! Amazon handled the
return with ease, unfortunately they did not have more to exchange so I had to get a refund.
Anyhow, I seek these speakers locally now, so off to craigslist I go! Overall these speakers have
great sound quality and I never get tired of listening to them. They make my music more
enjoyable to listen to, and I once listened to Pandora for 7 hours straight with these babies. I
just couldn't turn them off : Something I don't understand is why the engineers of these
speakers placed the volume knobs in the back and why they did not provide protective grills for
the tweeters and the woofers. These are trivial issues though because the speakers do their job
which is to play music amazingly good. I'm using these as near-field monitors for remastering
old LPs. They are extremely accurate - I can hear things that got smudged over with my former
el-cheapo PC speakers. It's much easier to determine if I'm creating unwanted artifacts when I

de-click or de-hiss. It seems to matter a lot to have the speakers correctly positioned as they are
noticeably directional. That is fine for their intended purpose. I think these were a great buy.
Very satisfied. I think these speakers sound great. I haven't directly compared them to other
monitors but I have enough listening experience that I think they'll compare favorably to any
monitors in the same price range. For a smaller-size monitor these have quite a big, even
sound. These speakers are the bomb. Having owned them previously I know they are very
durable and the sound is 2nd to none. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: reference monitor. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. FREE
Shipping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Recording professionals around the world rely on M-Audio
Studiophile reference monitors for exceptional sonic accuracy. The Studiophile BX5a Deluxe
monitors update our bestsellers with new waveguides and enhanced driver integration for a
cohesive and refined sound. The 5 low-frequency driver cones are crafted from Kevlar, an
extremely resilient material. Curved cone design coupled with high-temperature voice coils and
damped rubber surrounds deliver excellent fidelity and durability. The 1 waveguide-loaded,
high-frequency drivers are made of magnetically shielded silk domes for a crisp top end thats
gentle on the ears. Measurements: 6. The Studiophile BX5a Deluxe monitors update the
bestsellers with new waveguides and enhanced driver integration for a cohesive and refined
sound. The 5-inch low-frequency driver cones are crafted from Kevlar, an extremely resilient
material. The 1-inch waveguide-loaded, high-frequency drivers are made of magnetically
shielded silk domes for a crisp top end that's gentle on the ears. A first-rate pair of reference
monitors with a footprint small enough to fit just about anywhere. Click to enlarge. Kevlar
drivers with rubber surrounds for accurate reproduction. The updated waveguide delivers
excellent imaging. A new low-frequency transducer provides well-defined bass. Custom
amplifier tuning enhances the integration between the high and low frequencies, delivering
refined spectral balance and a smoother response. An elegant new industrial design completes
the package. Kevlar's high mechanical and thermal resilience makes it ideal for use in speaker
cones. Our engineers also created a curved conical design that improves room dispersion.
High-damping reliable rubber surrounds provide percussive musical bass, and also insure that
the cone reaches its optimal excursion for accurate reproduction. Silk-Dome,
Waveguide-Loaded, High-Frequency Drivers Our high-frequency domes are made from natural
silk to counter the high Q ringing that's inherent in the poorly crafted metallic materials
commonly found in other monitors. In addition, our new waveguides refine the high-frequency
response. M-Audio's FerroFlow technology uses ferrofluid liquid cooling to dissipate heat for
maximum efficiency and extended usage. Bi-Amplified Efficiency Active monitors have a
distinct advantage over unpowered monitors because the built-in power amps are designed to
work with the drivers and crossovers in a tuned system. Bi-amplification further refines the
concept by dedicating separate power amps to the highs and lows. Combined with a finely
tuned crossover, this design insures that both the high- and low-frequency drivers are asked to
deliver only the frequencies they are most efficient at reproducing. Rear-Ported Cabinet Design
The BX5a Deluxe monitor's cabinet is integrally designed with its other components for optimal
performance--right down to rounded corners for reduced edge diffraction and superior imaging.
Custom rear-port design audibly reduces the turbulence and resulting distortion caused by
poorly designed ports. Magnetically Shielded for Desktop Use Unchecked, the electromagnetic
waves emanating from your speakers can wreak havoc with your computer's video monitor or a
nearby TV. The Studiophile BX5a Deluxe monitors are magnetically shielded so all of your
electronic equipment can coexist on your desktop without interference. Skip to main content.
Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be
back in stock. Visit the M-Audio Store. About this item Repairs distortion and gaps in audio;
Spectral Repair re-synthesis; automatically rebuild clipped sections of audio Standalone
application designed for audio restoration; next-generation restoration technology; removes
hiss, buzz, clicks Magnetically Shielded Rear-Ported Cabinet Design Bi-Amplified Efficiency

Silk-Dome, Waveguide-Loaded, High-Frequency Drivers. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Presonus Eris E3. Next page. What
other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Compare with similar items. Product information Item Weight Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I
bought these for my nephew for his studio set up. I haven't heard them yet, but I expect good
things for the price, based on the manufacturer. Just putting this out there as an FYI for those
who have complaints about the bass or other "funny" sound when used for listening. They are
not speakers, they are "reference monitors" meaning they are deliberately devoid of any bass
enhancements and designed to reproduce the music EXACTLY as it appears at the source. It's
called "flat response" and it's is for mixing and mastering, so you can hear exactly what's going
on in the mix. If you were to use normal speakers or headphones for this, you'd be mixing in
less bass, since most listening speakers have some form of bass enhancement, or at least a
housing that naturally enhances bass. You CAN listen music on them, as most studio types do
Most listeners want enhanced bass and less directional speakers, so they can move about the
room as they listen. Mixers tend to sit still at the console, these are designed for that That being
said, M-audio is a really good make, and my friend uses the big brother version of these in his
professional studio These are not even bucks, so don't look to disintegrate the earth with them
Even worse customer support. From the reviews here it seems there are some quality control
issues with this product. Some unfortunately received shoddy product that doesn't last. I read
the bad reviews and ordered a pair on Amazon anyway. It's such a great deal for studio
monitors that I felt the risk was worth it. I made my purchase on October 14, and regret it due to
a combination of poor build quality and bad customer service. I unfortunately received one
good speaker and one bad one. But worse than the inconsistent quality of this product is the
ongoing terrible customer service that M-Audio provides. Amazon's customer service, by the
way, is still excellent. I've even told one of the customer representative that I would write a
review on Amazon about this but that I would be willing to wait about a month to give them a
chance to resolve this. This was over a month ago in November. So here is the truthful review:
PROS - The sound quality if you're lucky to get a good set of speakers is very good. It's not
amazing, as some reviewers suggest. You're basically getting the audio value of studio
monitors that might cost twice as much - but not much more. With that said, within its current
price range, these sound very good - comparable to the low end KRKs. But if size is your
premium and cost is not, I'd go for the Genelec As which are the same size and a bit lighter! The
sound difference is night and day. CONS - Volume controls are on the back. One of my speakers
doesn't project any midrange sound during the first 10 minutes it is on. After 10 minutes, the
speaker seems to "warm up" sufficiently to sound like the other speaker, but then will
occasionally make popping sounds. I don't get any of these issues with the other speaker.
Since this is a speaker and the box is fairly large, shipping won't be cheap. Once M-Audio
receives the product, it can and usually will take up to 14 business days three normal weeks to
process, review, fix and then dispatch to ship out to you. Once dispatched out, it can take
another business days to receive the product from the shipping company. This is really bad
policy for something like speakers. And it especially hurt since I had owned it less than 2
months when I first contacted M-Audio in November They seem disorganized. After escalating
my issues several times, I chatted with someone who said that they would make an exception especially since this was a recent purchase with their subwoofer as well. He told me that they
would ship me a new speaker and that I just had to ship back the defective speaker in the same
box. This would have been an excellent solution. However, it's been over three weeks since I
was promised this and in the meantime, I have been asked by different customer agents to ship
my product to them at my expense to get the repair process started. It's now been a week since
that call and still nothing. M-Audio curiously endorses this subwoofer as a companion to the
studio monitors but this is wrong. I have the subwoofer set at the lowest possible volume
setting and still find the bass completely overpowering in relation to the studio monitors. I'll
post another review of the subwoofer in Amazon shortly. To summarize, here's the deal. The
sound is great for the budget price. And quite often based on reviews here you won't know you
have a defective product until a few months of use when problems start to occur. Once you
realize you have a defective product, you're faced with a burdensome warranty service policy
and potentially bad customer support. For these reasons, I strongly recommend against

gambling on this product. Spend a little extra on something reliable. It's so cheap that it's worth
the gamble. I bought the first BX5a pair, tried them out, loved them; and bought the second pair
a week later. I use the system to create both stereo and 5. I don't have any games installed on
this computer, so I don't know how the setup sounds with other folks stuff; but the clean, flat,
uncolored output helps me adjust my own mixes. The BX5a Deluxe has a very flat frequency
response, produces crisp not punchy bass, and the highs extend beyond my hearing range,
according to my dog. When coupled with the BX10s subwoofer, the bass is both crisp and
punchy. The surprising feature, documented in user manual but not mentioned in "feature"
literature is: The internal amplifiers of the BX5a "sum" the TRS and XLR inpu
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ts if both inputs are receiving a signal. This feature allows me to create 5. When my software is
sending 5. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. Sam Ash. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

